High-performance intumescent firestop sealant FS-ONE MAX

Applications
■ For effectively sealing most common through penetrations in a variety of base materials
■ For use on concrete, masonry and drywall
■ Mixed and multiple penetrations
■ Metal pipe penetrations: copper, steel and EMT
■ Insulated metal pipe penetrations: steel and copper
■ Plastic pipe penetrations: closed or vented

Advantages
■ US-produced: “Buy American” compliant
■ One product for a variety of common through penetrations
■ Cost-effective, easy-to-use solution
■ Water-based and paintable
■ Industry-leading VOC results
■ Ethylene glycol-free

Order Designation Package Content Item number
FS-ONE MAX 20oz foil (3 case + disp) 1x Foil pack dispenser manual CS 270-P1, 75x Firestop sealant FS-ONE MAX 20 oz foil 3530252
FS-ONE MAX 10oz tube (1 case) 12x Firestop sealant FS-ONE MAX 10 oz cartridge 3530249
FS-ONE MAX 5 gallon (18 pails) 18x Firestop sealant FS-ONE MAX 5 gallon pail 3530263
FS-ONE MAX 20oz foil (1 case) 25x Firestop sealant FS-ONE MAX 20 oz foil 3530250
FS-ONE MAX 20oz foil (3 cases) 75x Firestop sealant FS-ONE MAX 20 oz foil 3530251
FS-ONE MAX 20oz Foil-Pallet 600x FSONE-MAX 20 oz foil, 290x Bulk Shipping Condition 3534713
FS-ONE MAX 10 oz cartridge 2101531
FS-ONE MAX 5 gallon pail 2101533

Product information